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Abstract 

Bihar is a state in eastern India. It is the second biggest state by populace in 2019, twelfth biggest 

by area of 94,163 km2 (36,357 sq mi), and fourteenth biggest by Gross domestic product in 2021. 

Bihar borders Uttar Pradesh to its west, Nepal toward the north, the northern piece of West Bengal 

toward the east, and with Jharkhand toward the south. The Bihar plain is parted by the stream 

Ganges, which streams from west to east. On 15 November 2000, southern Bihar was surrendered 

to shape the new province of Jharkhand. Just 20% of the number of inhabitants in Bihar lives in 

metropolitan regions starting around 2021. Moreover, practically 58% of Biharis are beneath the 

age of 25, providing Bihar with the most noteworthy extent of youngsters of any Indian state. The 

authority dialects are Hindi and Urdu, albeit different dialects are normal, including Maithili, 

Magahi, Bhojpuri and different Dialects of Bihar. In Old and Traditional India, the region that is 

presently Bihar was viewed as the focal point of political and social power and as a shelter of 

learning. From Magadha emerged India's most memorable domain, the Maurya realm, as well as 

one of the world's generally broadly stuck to religions: Buddhism. Magadha domains, prominently 

under the Maurya and Gupta traditions, brought together huge pieces of South Asia under a focal 

rule. One more area of Bihar, Mithila, was an early focus of learning and the focal point of the 

Videha realm. 

Keywords: Bihar, History, Vedic Period 

Introduction 

The historical backdrop of Bihar is perhaps of the most changed in Indium. Bihar comprises of 

three particular locales; each has its own unmistakable history and culture. They are Magadh, 

Mithila and Bhojpur. Chirand, on the northern bank of the Ganga Stream, in Saran locale, has an 

archeological record from the Neolithic age (around 2500-1345BC). Districts of Bihar — like 

Magadha, Mithila and Anga — are referenced in strict texts and stories of old India. Mithila is 

accepted to be the focal point of Indian power in the Later Vedic period (c. 1100-500 BCE). Mithila 

previously acquired unmistakable quality after the foundation of the Videha kingdom. The Rulers 

of the Videha Realm were called Janakas. A girl of one of the Janaks of Mithila, Sita, is referenced 
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as partner of Master Rama in the Hindu legendary Ramayana, composed by Valmiki. The Videha 

Realm later became integrated into the Vajjika Association which had its capital in the city of 

Vaishali, which is likewise in Mithila. 

Magadha, one more locale of Bihar was the focal point of Indian power, learning and culture for 

around 1,000 years. Perhaps of India's most prominent domain, the Maurya realm, as well as two 

significant radical religions, Buddhism and Jainism, emerged from the district that is presently 

Bihar.  Magadha domains, most eminently the Maurya and Gupta realms, bound together huge 

pieces of the Indian subcontinent under their rule. Their capital Pataliputra, adjoining current 

Patna, was a significant political, military and financial focal point of Indian civilization during 

the old and traditional times of Indian history. Numerous old Indian texts, beside strict legends, 

were written in antiquated Bihar. The play Abhijñānaśākuntala was the most conspicuous. 

The present-day district of Bihar covers with a few pre-Mauryan realms and republics, including 

Magadha, Anga and the Vajjika Class of Mithila. The last option was one of the world's earliest 

known republics and had existed in the district since before the introduction of Mahavira (c. 599 

BCE). The traditional Gupta line of Bihar managed a time of social prospering and learning, 

referred to now as the Brilliant Period of India. 

The Pala Realm additionally made their capital at Pataliputra once during Devapala's standard. 

After the Pala time frame, Bihar assumed a tiny part in Indian history until the development of the 

Suri tradition during the Middle age time frame during the 1540s. After the fall of the Suri tradition 

in 1556, Bihar again turned into a minor player in India and was the organizing post for the English 

pilgrim Bengal Administration from the 1750s and up to the conflict of 1857-58. On 22 Walk 

1912, Bihar was cut out as a different region in the English Indian Realm. Beginning around 1947 

independence, Bihar has been a unique condition of the Indian Association. 

History of Bihar 

In the Early Vedic period (starting with the entry of the Vedic religion into South Asia around 

1500 BCE), a few realms existed in the fields of Bihar. North of the Ganges was Videha, one of 

the rulers of which was the dad of Princess Sita, the spouse of Master Rama and the champion of 
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the Ramayana, one of the two incredible Hindu awe-inspiring sonnets of India. During a similar 

period, the capital of the old realm of Magadha was Rajagriha (presently Rajgir), around 45 miles 

(70 km) southeast of Patna; toward the east was the realm of Anga, with its capital at Campa (close 

to Bhagalpur). Another realm later emerged in southern Videha, with its capital at Vaishali. By 

around 700 BCE, the realms of Vaishali and Videha were supplanted by an alliance of the Vrijji 

— said to be the main republican state known ever. It was in Magadha, in the sixth century BCE, 

that the Buddha fostered his religion and that Mahavira, who was brought into the world at 

Vaishali, declared and improved the religion of Jainism. 

Around 475 BCE the capital of the Magadha domain was situated at Pataliputra (present day 

Patna), where it stayed under Ashoka (sovereign of India from around 273 to 232 BCE) and the 

Guptas (a line of heads who managed India in the fourth and fifth hundreds of years CE) until the 

surge of the Hephthalites from the north in the center and late fifth century CE. In the sixth seventh 

hundreds of years the city was crushed by the movement of the Child Waterway; the Chinese 

traveler Xuanzang kept that in 637 the city had not many occupants. It recaptured a portion of its 

magnificence; however, it is dubious that it at any point filled in as the capital of the Pala realm 

(which endured from around 775 to 1200). During the following Muslim time frame (around 1200 

to 1765), Bihar had minimal free history. It stayed a common unit until 1765, when it went under 

English rule and — along with Chota Nagpur toward the south — was converged with the province 

of Bengal. 

Initially, Chota Nagpur was for the most part backwoods clad and was managed by heads of 

different native clans. However English authority was just continuously settled in the fields toward 

the north during the last part of the eighteenth and the start of the nineteenth 100 years, periodic 

rebellions against the English occurred in Chota Nagpur, the most significant being the Ho revolt 

of 1820 to 1827 and the Munda uprising of 1831 to 1832. Afterward, Bihar was a significant focal 

point of the Indian Uprising of 1857-58. Bihar shaped a piece of the Bengal Administration under 

the English until 1912, when the territory of Bihar and Orissa was framed; in 1936 the two became 

isolated regions of English governed India. 
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Bihar assumed an active part in the progressive periods of Indian patriotism. Mohandas 

Karamchand (Mahatma) Gandhi, the patriot chief who upheld peaceful opposition, first sent off 

the satyagraha ("commitment to truth") development against the oppression of the European indigo 

grower in the Champaran area of northern Bihar. Rajendra Prasad, who had a main impact in the 

opportunity development and was chosen the principal leader of free India, was brought into the 

world in the Siwan region (then a piece of the Saran locale), northwest of Patna. Upon India's 

independence in 1947, Bihar turned into a constituent part (turning into a state in 1950), and in 

1948 the little states with capitals at Saraikela and Kharsawan were converged with it. In 1956, 

when the Indian states were revamped on a phonetic premise, a domain of exactly 3,140 square 

miles (8,130 square km) was moved from Bihar to West Bengal. In 1990, interestingly since 

independence, a state government was chosen from a party other than that controlling the public 

government, and in 2000 the majority of the Chota Nagpur level in Bihar's southern district turned 

out to be essential for the new territory of Jharkhand. 

Conclusion 

Bihar, State, northeastern India. Region: 38,301 sq mi (99,200 sq km). Populace: (2011) 

103,804,637. Capital: Patna. It is lined by Nepal and by West Bengal, Jharkhand, and Uttar Pradesh 

states. Its region was the site of the antiquated realms of Videha and Magadha in the second and 

first centuries BCE. In the fourth century CE, the region went under the Gupta domain, whose 

capital was at Pataliputra (Patna). Bihar was overwhelmed by the Muslims c. 1200. In 1765 it was 

taken by the English and made piece of Bengal. The region was the location of rebellions against 

the English during the nineteenth 100 years and of Mohandas K. Gandhi's peaceful development 

in the mid twentieth 100 years. Bihar was made a solitary territory of English India in 1936. In 

1950 it turned into a state in free India. It is quite possibly of India's most un-urbanized at this 

point most thickly populated state, and the greater part of its kin take part in agribusiness. In 2000 

the territory of Jharkhand was made from Bihar's southern locale. 
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